General Project Information

Security Fencing & Gates

Project: Fencing and Gates

Project Description: Installation of security fencing and replacement of electric gate operators at the identified campuses.

Campuses identified to receive security fencing: RAE, CE, SCE, JEE, BHE, OKE, MPE, MRE, SSE, WME, JWE and DWE.

Campuses identified to receive athletic field security fencing: THS, KJH and WMJH.

Facilities identified to receive electric gate operator replacements: LEC, CM, East Trans., SSC, West Trans. and Ag Facility.

Project Priority: 1

Background & Justification: The District utilizes multiple layers of security for the safety of the students, staff, and facilities. The identified elementary campuses will receive the District standard of six-foot security fencing around the perimeter of the campus. This will allow users of the playgrounds, sports fields and portable classrooms a layer of safety and security.

The athletic fields at the identified campuses will receive the District standard of six-foot fencing to insure the safety of the students using the fields and help prevent vandalism after school hours.

The electric gate operators at the identified facilities are in constant use and have exceeded their life cycle. The operators will be replaced with new technologies and with equipment designed to withstand the constant use. They will be integrated into the new access control format the District is now using.